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Abstract.

The classical problem of calculating toroidal trajectories is treated here by compar-
ing the results of two different methods in a given magnetic configuration, a standard
divergence-free magnetic field model. The aim of the present work consists of adapting
the analytical criteria of MERCIER et al. for classical toroidal trajectories, and to examine
numerically the dynamical conservation of the toroidal invariant before studying in future
works more involved chaotic situations with magnetic islands.

The first method is based on the evolution equations for the guiding centres. These
equations are derived here by applying an averaging pseudo-canonical transformation de-
veloped previously by BALESCU and WEYSSOW for the Hamiltonian system describing the
particles in the curved and twisted magnetic field. The invariants are recalled, along
with the Kruskal-Littlejohn theorem; the adapted form of the toroidal invariant is de-
rived analytically from first principles. These equations are then solved numerically (code
"TRATORIA" and the trajectories are drawn for different initial conditions.

As compared with previous studies, we introduce here additional precisions: we use a
modified standard model for the magnetic field, which insures a manifestly divergence-free
field. Moreover we take into account the contribution of the poloidal field to the total
strength of the magnetic field.

These corrections are found to formally contribute to the analytical expression of
the conserved toroidal momentum. The latter is verified to be conserved by the present
numerical simulation with a precision generally of the order of 10~14.

The second method is based on the analytical treatment of the invariants, proposed
by MERCIER, CAPES and MORERA to yield a semi-analytical (semi graphical) determination
of the intersection point of a given trajectory with the equatorial plane. This method is
slightly generalized here in order to take several toroidal corrections into account.

Both methods allows one to recover well-known toroidal trajectories with passing and
trapped particles ("bananas"). The present analysis brings a clear description of some
other, less well-known types of trajectories, namely the stagnation orbits, the smallest
D-shape banana, but moreover some small circulating "de-flated" bananas, some huge
classical bananas ("potatoes"), and the largest "puffed" bananas which exhibit only local
mirroring, along with several kind of escaping or open trajectories which are of importance
for fast ion losses and target damages in the machines.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

A particular difficulty of the transport theory in toroidal confinement devices is due
to the very particular motion of charged particles in toroidal magnetic fields. Purely ge-
ometrical effects are known to be surprisingly large in Tokamaks. Their consequences
for transport are the object of the neoclassical theory. It is well-known that the type of
trajectories called "bananas" are of crucial importance for the evaluation of transport co-
efficients in conditions relevant for thermonuclear fusion in Tokamaks (GALEEV, SAGDEEV,
1979, BALESCU, 1988), even in axisymmetry. An additional complexity appears when non-
axisymmetric toroidal effects have to be taken into account (Tokamak ripples, magnetic
islands, stellarators, ...). Such effects are not considered here but will be tackled in future
works concerning the appearance of chaos in toroidal systems.

Several numerical studies have been devoted to the classification of the guiding centre
orbits in a toroidal magnetic field configuration since the first systematic study by MO-
ROZOV and SOLOVIEV (1959, 196Oa, 196Ob), namely by ROME and PENG (ROME et al. 1976,
1979).

In the present work we construct a determination and a classification of toroidal
trajectories by combining two different methods:

- direct time integration of the equations of motion with the toroidal drifts. We
recall here the method of derivation of the evolution equations, as presented in
(BALESCU, 1988, Vol. 2) by using the Hamiltonian formalism and the method of
pseudo-canonical transformations,

- an analytical study and a graphical determination of the trajectories. This
method has been used by MERCIER, CAPES and MORERA (1981) as a tool for
building a suitable form of the kinetic equation for a problem of fast ions slowing
down in a Tokamak.

With respect to previous studies, our results consist in i) a derivation of drift equa-
tions of guiding center motion taking fully into account toroidal corrections to the various
invariants, and ii) a classification of toroidal guiding centre trajectories in terms of the
trapping parameter, with approximate threshold values separating the following categories
of trajectories. For decreasing values of the ratio of parallel to perpendicular energy, we
find:

1- passing particles, circulating monotonously around the torus;

2- passing particles with only a local inversion of the parallel velocity. The detailed
study of these trajectories, already identified by MERCIER et. al., allows us to
identify a slightly-incurved cardioid form in a poloidal projection encircling the
magnetic axis. We call these trajectories "puffed" bananas because they are a
natural continuation of the longest banana.



3- The longest banana is closed in a hyperpolic point on the strong-field side of the
torus, where the parallel velocity is reversed. This peculiar trajectory is also
called the "fattest" of all banana orbits (STIX, 1972)., or a pinch orbit (ROME
and PENG, 1979). The two points where the parallel velocity is vanishing are
located on both sides of the equatorial plane, at the strong-field side extremum
of the banana.

4- usual bananas located on the weak-field side of the torus, with regular inversions
of the parallel and poloidal velocities. Smaller bananas are "kidney-shaped"
(ROME and PENG, 1979).

5- The shortest bananas have a "D-shape"(ROME and PENG, 1979), with a single
point in the equatorial plane where the parallel velocity is vanishing.

6- Smaller, deflated bananas or circulating beans have no inversion of the parallel
velocity. They exhibit closed poloidal projections on the weak-field side of the
torus.

7- For a vanishing size of the circulating beans, one finds a circulating point ( "stag-
nation orbit" ROME and PENG, 1979) which exhibits a monotonous toroidal mo-
tion without any poloidal rotation.

8- inverse beans, of increasing size, appearing on the other side of the circulating
point, with an inversed rotation in the pokudal projection.

9- For a very weak ratio of parallel to total energy of the guiding center, one
finds very large inverse beans, which may go out of the plasma (un-confmed
trajectories).

10- The largest of these inverse beans finally presents in the equatorial plane an
hyperbolic point of vanishing parallel velocity. This is called a "pinch point"
(ROME and PENG, 1979).

11- These outgoing trajectories can also exhibit mirroring: they finally form huge,
extremely wide bananas, out of the torus. These last trajectories were not
explicitly describes in the work of MERCIER et al. (1981), but can be found in
the work by MARTIN (1985) on fast-particle losses.

In Section II we summarize the methods used to perform a cyclotronic average and
derive the equations of motion for the guiding centres. The aim of this Section consists
to clearly define the evolution equations which are solved numerically in Section VII,
avoiding some misleading results which can be found sometimes in the literature. The



standard model for the magnetic field in a toroidal configuration is given in Section III,
and toroidal corrections are introduced to conserve a vanishing divergence to all orders.

The guiding centre equations are derived in Section IV for this particular magnetic
model. In Section V these equations are written in a form suitable for numerical calcula-
tions, with a simple and convenient way of denning the initial condition problem.

The method of MERCIER et al. (1981) based on the three invariants of the trajectories,
is used in Section VI in order to determine analytically the intersection point of a given
trajectory with the equatorial plane. This method is adapted and applied in Section VII
in order to present an analytical classification of the trajectories, with comparison of the
results obtained by integrating numerically the evolution equations in time (code "TRA-
TORIA"). As expected from the excellent accuracy of the numerical simulation (generally
10~14) we obtain a very good agreement between the results obtained in the two methods.



II. THE METHOD OF CYCLOTRONIC AVERAGING.

We first summarize here two methods presented in BALESCU (1988) for averaging over
the cyclotronic motion in the equations of motion: the method of the average and the
averaging pseudo-canonical transformation. These methods allow us to derive the guiding
centre equations of motion in a given magnetic field configuration (to be specified in Section
III). Here we recall the main steps and the reader is referred to this monograph for more
details.

In a given stationary electro-magnetic field

B(x) = V A A(x) ( JJ.l)

and
E(x) = - V$(x), (//.2)

the Hamiltonian in canonical variables is of course independent of the magnetic field:

1
2m

e

c

2

«(q,P) = ST P - rA(q) + e«(q) (JJ.3)

since the latter does not work (the Lorentz force is perpendicular to the velocity). The
magnetic field can enter the equations of motion only by using non-canonical variables:

I
q= v

e e (IIA">
v = -L(v A B) + -E

me m

Actually the time evolution of any dynamical function a is determined by

à = [a, H],

i.e. by the Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian (this is a specific realization of the Lie
bracket for canonical variables).

Since the components of the velocity parallel (v\\) and perpendicular (vj.) to the
magnetic field play a very different role, it is useful to use projections on a local triad of
vectors {b, HI, n2} , determined by both the external magnetic field and by the particle
velocity. The tangent unit vector b(x) is along the magnetic field, HI is directed along Vj.
and HI A n2 = b (see Fig. II.l). The velocity of the particle is still dependent on the
gyrophase <p:

v = V||b(q) + vj.ni(q,yj) (J/.5)



The whole problem of guiding center variables consists in the averaging of the rapid cy-
clotronic motion in the equations of motion, i.e. in eliminating the gyrophase. The result-
ing drift approximation is usually obtained by an expansion in a small parameter e ~ 1/B
inversely proportional to the strength of the magnetic field. This method of the average
(KRYLOV1 BOGOLIUBOV, 1947) has been used by many authors like KRUSKAL, NORTHROP,
GARDNER, MOROZOV, SOLOVIEV, ... In this method, an instantaneous guiding center is
defined, with position

v;here fi(q) = * ^ O is the local Larmor frequency of a particle of charge e and mass
m. The exact equation of motion for y (through order e) is obtained in (BALESCU 1988, eq.
6.17, p.44) in the form:

vi-

-H>jjb A [(b.V)bj + Wi1WJ. {bA [(m.V) b] + m A [(b. V)b] }

A [(ni.V) b] + vnv± (n2.V) b} + e - E A B (//.7)

where all fields and operators are evaluated at the particle's position q. By applying the
classical method of the average, the following equation is obtained for the average guiding
centre position y (see BALESCU, 1988, Eq. 6.37, p. 48):

+ e b A VB + eb A (b.V)b (//.8)

This important result for the average drift velocity of the guiding centre involves the
familiar electric drift EAB, the grad-B drift along with the centrifugal drift. The meaning
of the latter has been explained by SIVUKHIN (1965), see also BALESCU (1988, pp. 48-49).

However, the second term in the above result describes a "parallel drift velocity" ,
which actually leads to some difficulty. This term has received different forms and even
different values in the literature. Its existence would imply that the parallel velocity of the
guiding centre would not be equal to the parallel velocity of the particle, which is rather
surprising. We will see that such a difference does not appear when the second method is
applied.
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Another method has been developed by LITTLEJOHN (1979, 1981, 1983) and by WEYS-
SOW and BALESCU (1986,1987,1988): the averaging pseudo-canonical transformation.
Specially in view of the derivation of kinetic equations, it is particularly important that a
transformation could respect the Hamiltonian structure of the starting equations of motion
(II. 2). Actually the gyrophase average or a time average does not seem to fit into the
structure of Hamiltonian dynamics. The application of the above method of the average
destroys the Hamiltonian structure.

What is a Hamiltonian structure ? In the set "D of all dynamical functions
a(c,p), the Lie bracket is defined with antisymmetric operation

[a, O] = -[6, a] (//.9)

and Jacobi relation

[[a,4],c] + [[6,c], a] + [[a, a], 6] = O (//.1O)

to form a Lie algebra. It namely implies (see e.g. BALESCU, 1988, p.9):

db . Oa db

da db . . da db , . .„ .(J l)

which allows us to calculate explicitly the Lie bracket of any pair of func-
tions of the phase coordinates (c,p), provided we know the fundamental Lie
brackets of

\pi,Pj] = O (//.12)

i.e. the Lie "multiplication table" of the Lie algebra 1D in the variables (?i,pi).

Any set of variables satisfying (11.12) is called a set of canonical variables.
The Lie bracket of any pair (a, 6) of dynamical functions reduces to:



f \ u M ^fdadb da db\g,p), *<«,P)] = £(^- — - — — J (//.is)

i.e. to the Poisson bracket, when the fundamental variables qi,pi are canoni-
cal.

The special importance of the Lie bracket for dynamics comes from the
fact that the evolution in time of any dynamical function is determined by
the equation:

à = [a, U] (JJ. 14)

which is the most general form of the equation of motion in the Hamiltonian
formalism. It reduces to the Hamilton equations

*<*> = (JJ-15)

when we take for o the particular

It is interesting to recall that the first paper dealing in full generality with the sup-
pression of the fast oscillations (KRUSKAL 1962) proved that the Hamiltonian form is a
hereditary property. This means that an averaging transformation can be constructed
as a pseudo-canonica/ transformation which conserves the Hamiltonian structure. The Lie
algebra structure of the final pseudo-canonicaJ variables is specified in terms of the Lie
multiplication table of the initial canonical variables (BALESCU, 1988, p.13).

A great deal of work has been later devoted to a different approach, the search of
adiabatic invariants of motion. It is only with the work of LITTLEJOHN (1979, 1981, 1983)
that KRUSKAL's statement was fully confirmed: the drift approximation Gts perfectly in
Hamiltonian dynamics. LITTLEJOHN's results, while coinciding with the dominant order
results of the average method, went beyond it and yielded for the first time a complete
and coherent description of the dynamics of a charged particle in the drift approximation.

The fundamental result of the Hamilton guiding centre motion theory, which may be
called the "KRUSKAL-LITTLEJOHN theorem", can be summarized as follows (see BALESCU,
1988 p. 53):

Let zk be the set of the particle phase-space coordinates

10



= 1, ...,6) (//.17)

There exists an averaging pseudo-canonical transformation to a new set of
phase-space coordinates

Zk s

expressed in terms of previous variables

Z* «Z*^1,...,**) (/1.19)

such that:

1) the Lie brackets of the new phase-space coordinates are all independent of
the new gyrophase ^ = Z6:

[Z*, Zm] = Efcm(ZV..,Z8) (//.2O)

2) the transformed Hamiltonian is independent of the new gyrophase ^ = Z6,

H = H(Z1,..., Z5). (//.21)

As a consequence, whatever the form of this Hamiltonian, expressed in terms
of the new variables, the equations of motion are:

Zk = [Zk,K] --.-- P* (Z1, ...,Z5) (//.22)

where the functions Fk are independent of the new gyrophase ^ = Z6.

In this KRUSKAI - LITTLEJOHN description, the new variables Z are
called averaging (and not "averaged") variables.

A particularly simple example is given in BALESCU (1988, p.56) to illustrate this pseudo-
canonical transformation in the case of homogeneous magnetic and electric fields. The
Hamiltonian is

•\ , -.
- eE.q (//.23)

11



In this case the fundamental Lie brackets are

[q,i>l|] = -b

(JJ.24)

, wjj = o

, v?] = o

The pseudo-canonicaJ transformation we want to construct is defined as a power series in
the small parameter e ~ I /Bo <C 1 (this strong magnetic field parameter e should not be
confused with the inverse aspect ratio, the small toroidal parameter ST = a /R0]:

Y = q + ep(q,wy,t>j.,p) + O (e2)

U = VH + ei/ji (q, »|| ,wj., <f) + O (e2) (77.25)

W = wj. + e PJ. (q, t>g, tU., p) +

;j.,p) +O (e2)

ha such a way that the Lie brackets of the new variables (Y, U, W1 <f>) be independent of
the new gyrophase ^. We moreover impose that the Hamiltoman is form-invariant

H(Y, U, W) = ^m (U2 + W2) - eE.Y + O (e2) (/1.26)

which yields *

mw||i/|| +muj.i/jL — ep.E = O (JJ.27)

or, in terms of a unique new function /? :

12



(11.28)

The seven Lie brackets of the new variables are then calculated order by order in e in order
to eliminate the rapid oscillations, i.e. the rapid gyrophase dependence, in the Lie brackets
when expressed in the new variables to order e° and also to order e1 . This can be achieved
by the following choices *) :

/? = O (I/.29)

and the pseudo-canonical transformation is found to be given by:

Y = q - 6^ mfc) + O (e2)

U = UH + O (e2) (//.31)

W = uj. -e E.n2(v>) + O (e2)

We recognize that the new spatial variable Y is the coordinate of the guiding center defined
in the usual way. Prom the obtained Lie brackets:

[YtW = -e -eijkbk + O (S)

[Y,tf]= -b + 0(e2)
/TZ

[Y, W] = 0 +0(e2)

[Y^]=O +0(e2)

(//.32)

*' This choice is not arbitrary. It actually insures that the magnetic momentum is canonicallv con-
jugated to the gyrophase, which is an "ignorable" variable for the guiding center (see eqs. 40, 41 in
WEYSSOW, BALESCU, 1986).

13



[17, W] = 0 +0(e2)

U,4> = 0

(where e,-jfc is the Levi-Civita symbol), the equations of motion can be deduced in the
following way:

Y1 = (Y^H] = m {U [Yi, U] + W(Yi, W}} - e (Y^Yj] Ej

(JI.33)

which describes the parallel motion and the electric drift. In the same way the other
equations of motion are obtained:

U = -E.B + C?(e) (17.34)
m

W = O + C?(e)

Î = -Cl + O(e°)

which are the equations of motion in the drift approximation, as expected in constant E
and B fields.

This example is particularly simple., The real advantage of the method appears in
more complicated cases. We now turn to the more general case which is relevant in toroidal
geometry.

This averaging pseudo-canonical transformation has been explicitly used by WEYSSOW
and BALESCU (1986) to derive the guiding centre equations of motion in the case of an
arbitrary inhomogeneous non-stationary magnetic field. We consider here a stationary
field:

B(x) = B(x)b(x) (J/.35)

where the unit vector b(x) is also space-dependent: the magnetic lines are curved and
twisted. By using the same method, the fundamental Lie brackets between the natural
guiding centre variables {Y, U, W, <f>} have been obtained (see BALESCU, 1988, Table 8.1 p.
6l). The form-invariant Hamiltonian is

14



H = m (U2 + W2) + e*(Y) (//.36)

and the equations of motion in a general space-dependent electric and magnetic fields axe:

in terms of

W

Y = Ub*

W2

lL.
2B

e
-
m

UW *

= -ÎÎ + tfb.R -
6 A

A b)

b* = b + £ Ub A (b. V)b

(//.37)

(//.38)

b =

R =

O

(//.39)

(//.4O)

Here all fields are evaluated at the point Y, and V = rrrr. The physical meaning of the

different terms however appears more clearly in the expanded form (see BALESCU, 1988, p.
63). For instance:

Y = Ub + £ |Y^-"\bAVB + U2bA(b.V)b + -EAb] (//.41)
S i [\2B ) v / m J v

When compared with Eq. (II.8) obtained by the method of the average, we see that
the present result exhibits the same perpendicular drift velocity, the grad-B drift, the
centrifugal drift and the well-known electric drift. The variable U now appears to be simply
the parallel component of the guiding centre velocity. It differs from the corresponding
term in (II.8). As remarked by BALESCU (1988, p. 63), this settles the question of the
"parallel drift" which was an object of polemics in the older literature.

The other equations of guiding centre motion are:

W2 , . e „. e Une
m

IS



which defines the parallel acceleration due to the electric field and the magnetic field
inhomogeneity,

W = IF b'V5 + u*[b A (b<v)b] " (b A E) 'VB

^ = - Î2 + U b.R - itfb.(V A b) (71.44)
€ A

Among other possible variables, we may consider the invariants of motion. The total
energy £ of the particle is an absolute invariant:

e = \m (U* + W2) + e«KY) = K + c*(Y) (//.45)
ft

while the magnetic moment M is an "adiabatic" invariant of motion

because it is conserved up to order e ~ 1/fi :

M = [M, W] = O + O (e2) (//.47)

The existence of an exact invariant., the magnetic moment M00, constant to all
order in e, was proved mathematically by KRUSKAL (1957), but its explicit form was known
only through order e2. The general expression has been found by WEYSSOW and BALESCU
(1986). About this point, the reader IP. referred to the discussion in BALESCU (1988, p. 65).
The choice of the variables {Y, £ , M, 0} leads to the simplest equations of motion since

£ = O (//.48)

M = O (//.49)

in these variables. Whenever this set is used, the parallel guiding centre velocity U has to
be understood as a dependent variable in this problem:

U = U(y, £, M) = <T J- (£ - e*(Y) - MB(Y) ) (//.5O)
V *•*

and the sign factor a — ±1 has to be determined carefully (see the bananas trajectories
below).

16



III. STANDARD MODEL OF THE TOROIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD.

In the present work we consider a fixed toroidal configuration of the magnetic field,
known as the standard model. This model describes nested concentric toroidal mag-
netic surfaces, neglecting the Shafranov shift. Actually, the overwhelming majority of the
analytical work published on the particle motion is done within that framework.

The derivation of the explicit expression of the standard model for the toroidal mag-
netic field has been presented in BALESCU (1988). This expression is obtained as a solution
of the V.B = O equation, and is deduced from the Clebsch representation B = (Va A V/?)
written in the form chosen by HINTON and HAZELTINE (1976) in a natural {i/>,0,C} coordi-
nate system:

B = -Va2W A VC + Va3(VO A V0

where if) is a radial coordinate.

For the description of an axisymmetric system we use the toroidal coordinates {r, O, Ç}
rather than the poloidal flux coordinates (see BALESCU, 1988, Chap. 8) . This allows us not
to solve the equilibrium Grad-Shafranov equation to express $ as function of r. In these
coordinates we use the simple analytic expression of a model magnetic field, which retains
the essential features of a real system. This standard model is widely used in the literature.
In the toroidal coordinate systems {r, 0, £} defined on Fig. III.l, this magnetic field is
defined by:

B(r,<?) = ^- [ec + G(r)e6] (IILLa)

where BO is a constant. The factor h represents the toroidal correction

h = 1 + -̂ - cose (7II.1.6)
«•0

We also introduced the ratio of the poloidal to the toroidal component of the magnetic
field:

a dimensionless function of r alone, given in terms of the safety factor function g(r). It
is important to note that we have slightly modified this classical model here, in order
to insure a divergence-free field to all orders. The expression (I/I.l.a) of the standard
magnetic field has been used by KNORR, 1965).

17



One can easily check that this specific expression (Ill.l.a) insures indeed a vanishing
divergence of the magnetic field:

V-B •
since B0 = B^G/h and Bc = B0/h.

To be explicit we use there the function

<?(r) = x (2 - *2) (or4 - 2*2 +2) (x m r/o) (IJJ.3)

(MISGUICH, WEYSSOW, 1989). This expression is obtained in a simple analytical model for
Tokamak profiles, assuming parabolic profiles for density and temperature with a quadratic
relation (rflnTe/eflnne = 2). The Spitzer resistivity is used to derive the density current
profile, hence the poloidal magnetic field. As a result we find the following profile for the
rotational transform (local inverse aspect ratio):

«(0) ~ (2-s2)(z4-2s2 + 2)

as function of the dimensionless radius x = r/a. Typically the safety factor in the center of
the plasma q(0) is observed to be around 0.8 - 1.0. We choose <?(0) = 1. As a consequence
the magnetic field configuration is characterized by the expression (III.3) of the function
G(r), where

ST = a/Ro (JJJ.5)

is the inverse aspect ratio of the torus.

The expression (III.4) of the safety factor profile implies the following shear profile:

6 -8x* + 3s"
~ rflnr

We note that the strength of the magnetic field is

where the factor K defined by

KsK(r)= ^/l + G^T) (///.8)

18



takes into acount the contribution of the poloidal field to the total magnetic field strength.
This introduces corrections of the order of e?.

For an explicit determination of trajectories, with thermal orders of magnitude for the
velocities, we consider typical parameters for the TFR Tokamak:

a = 0.19m.

R0 = 0.98m.

B0 = 4Tesla (III.Q)

T(O) = 1.5KeV.

n(0) = 5.1019m-3

19



IV. GUIDING CENTRE DRIFT EQUATIONS OF MOTION
IN THE STANDARD MODEL OF TOROIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD.

IV.A. General relations.

The derivation of the explicit expression of the standard model for the divergence-free
toroidal magnetic field has been recalled in Section III. With this explicitly given magnetic
field, the equations of motion can be expressed in the toroidal coordinate system. In
this derivation, great care is taken about covariant and contravariant components of the
vectors. It is shown in BALESCU (1988, Chap. 9.2) that the fundamental canonically conjugate
variables in toroidal coordinates are the contravariant position components q3 and the
covariant momentum components pj. In orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems, the
covariant, contravariant and physical components of any vector V are simply proportional
to each other:

1 .y. _ / . irj — — V-Vj-I3V — — Vj
*j

In the simple case of concentric circular toroidal coordinates used here {r, 0, £}, the scale
factors Uj are simply given by (see BALESCU, 1988, App. G2)

£c =Roh(r,0)

From these canonically conjugate variables {g1, p,-}, a chain of pseudo-canonical trans-
formations is performed to go, first to toroidal coordinates {<?', Uj } :

1H = -

where t5j = — {pt -- Ai) , and where the (contravariant) components of the metric
m \ c /

tensor g'3 are defined in BALESCU (1988, App. G2, p.790). Another transformation is applied
then to go to more physical coordinates {gj, Vi] where

and finally to particle variables |c', Wy, Uj-5 V7} where

H= im (wjj + wi) +e$ (JF.3)

The equations of motion for the particles are:
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• » A , .
At f. I I A I' = U 6' + uj. w

u|| = uj. 112-D H b.E

ij_ = — v\\ U2-D H ni.E

-fi + b.D - ^3-ni.D — n2.De uj. mv±

(IVA.a)

(JV.4.6)

(JV.4.C)

(IVAd)

where

me (JV.5)

D = VH (V A b) + uj. (V A

In complete analogy with the general treatment presented in Section II, the construc-
tion of the averaging pseudo-canonical transformation then leads to the definition of the
guiding centre variables. These equations of motion must be free from rapidly oscillating
terms associated with vectors n\ and 112 (see Fig. ILl),

This transformation in toroidal coordinates is performed explicitly with the standard
model for the magnetic field, and for an electrostatic electric field E = — V$(r).

The "natural" guiding center variables hi toroidal coordinates are \Y', £ , Af, <f> \ ,

. These coordinates preserve theamong which r* = {r,#, £}, or
form of the Hamiltonian:

Y1 = {r, r0,

H = £ = C (U2 + W2) + e* (IV.7)

With the definition

M =
mW2

25(Y)

the general equations of motion are:

Y =

(17.8)

(TVA)

(IV.IQ)
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(IV.11)

= -Q 4- Ub.R - itfb.(bAR) (JV.12)
6 À

where

U = a J-(S - e* - MB(Y)) (a = ±1) (JF.13)
V TÎ

b** = b + ^bA |V(b.V)b + -^77(MVB + eV$)| (IV.14)
fi [ mU ]

and R = Vni.ii2.

We can easily check that the guiding centre equation of motion (IV, 9) actually implies
that the parallel velocity (as given by FV.13) has a time evolution given by

1 . ,* ,x (7F.15)
m v '

Indeed, by differentiating (IV. 13) we obtain

and, using (IV.9)^ ,

VU = — r V(MB
mU

U = Y.VU = - b**.V(MB +m

we obtain indeed (IV. 15), including the effect of the electrostatic field.

IV.B. Explicit relations in the given magnetic field model.

In order to make the general results completely explicit, the form of the magnetic and
electric fields have to be specified. We adopt the standard model for the magnetic field,
as defined in Section III, and consider an electrostatic field

E = -V* (/F.16)

" We negect here d<&}dt which is supposed to be of higher order in 6 ~ 1/ÎÎ.
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The total amplitude (III.7) of the magnetic field is checked to decrease inversely to the
distance to the axis of the torus:

I». _ B0K(r)
\V\ = jf;

—cos8
•"•0

(IV.ll)

The specific part of the calculation consist to derive the following useful formulae in
toroidal coordinates for the vector b in the standard model. The unit vector is

b = j f [ -

The gradient of the total magnetic field strength is

K

(JKlS)

sind/Roh

O

where the three components are along {er, e$, e^}. Here we have introduced a small
toroidal correction which takes into account the poloidal field strength (use III. 8):

_ dK GG'
K =~d7 = ~ïT

Scalar and vector products with the unit vector b are obtained in the form:

\

b x VB = ^-
h

(IV.lQb)

(JV.19c)

Vxb =

The directional derivative yields:

K

K'
— - cosO/Roh (IV.lQd)
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(b.Vb) = -̂

\ -GsinO/Roh

(IV.lQe)

By using also

b x (b.Vb) = ̂

—sin

_1_
'ÏP

G TG^
r

(JV.19/)

_/,,.—
V(MB

MBnK

-
K.

O J

+ eV*

we finally obtain from (IV. 14) the following basic vectors b* and b** for our standard
model of magnetic field in the form:

h*
K

/ o \

G

V l /

,
SlK

~ ]cos8IRQh + 2-

+
(JV.lOfc)

b" = b* +
flrotf

[ K' 1
— - coso/RohU

or
~0*

(JF. 19z)

By using these explicit results (IV.19), we deduce the following expression for the
guiding centre equations of motion in terms of the profile function G(r) :
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Y =

/ r \

rè

V-Ro/iC/

U
K

/ o \

G

V l /

I U*1 fttf
cos

1 MJg0

G2

—sine/Roh
r dG

1 _G I^ - cose/Roh
> JK

By using now the explicit form (III.2) for the profile function G(r), we note that its
derivative introduces the shear function (III.6):

C= l fl rdq] = ~
Roq [ qdr\

The derivative of JiT is then simply given by

KK' = GG1 = -

We obtain in this way the following equations of motion for the toroidal coordinates
{r, 9, £} of the guiding centre in the drift approximation, through order e ~ 1/ÎÎ :

2

mh ~m$lK r 06
(7F.206)

r8

,floK,

V_
K

'(T -1
+

SlK
fcosO ÏU2

G , \R^h [K* + mh J

2 2U2G
rK*

MB
mh

0 , _ e_d$\
m dr )

(JF.20c)

We stress the fact that the gyrofrequency is space-dependent: Q = SIcK/h. The last term
in (IF.20c) is the electric drift, which is not taken into account any more in what follows.
The parallel velocity defined in (IV. 13) is given explicitly by:

U = *J- (£-V m (JV.21)
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One can check by a direct calculation of the parallel velocity b.Y that, contrary to the
result (II.8) obtained by the method of the average, the above result for guiding center
trajectories, obtained by the averaging pseudo-canonical transformation, does not involve
any parallel drift. We can check indeed that the following condition is exactly satisfied:

(IV.22)

which means that the parallel component of the above equations is exactly U and does not
involve any contribution from the various drift velocities.

Using these equations of motion, we can deduce the time evolution of the parallel
velocity:

U =

We differentiate U (eq. IV.21) with respect to space and obtain the following evolution
equation for the parallel velocity:

G( 1+ ^ fe£_(i +«£)]} („,23)
[ QK2 [Roh \r G 2 J ] J

-
mh Roh

One can moreover check that the same result is of course obtained by using (IV.19 g,h,i)
into the explicit expression (IV.15) of U.

IV.C. The toroidal invariant.

In axisymmetry, all quantities are independent of the toroidal cyclic coordinate £,
which is an "ignorabie" variable (see GOLDSTEIN, 1980, or PERCIVAL, RICHARDS, 1982). A
well-known theorem of Hamiltonian mechanics insures that, as a consequence, the mo-
mentum p canonically conjugate to this cyclic variable q is a constant of the motion (see
BALESCU, 1988, Chap.9, p. 396). This theorem applies to the covariant component p$ of the
canonical momentum, canonically conjugate to the cyclic variable q3 = £, which is thus
an exact invariant of the motion:

I 3 = P 3 = mu3 A3 (q
1, q2)

£ C

After the averaging pseudo-canonical transformation leading to the guiding center variables
', 5, M, <f> > , BALESCU (1988) has shown that this exact particle invariant is prolonged
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into an invariant of the approximate drift equations of motion in the guiding center vari-
ables:

L3 =

One can check indeed that (see BALESCU, 1988, Chap.9.4):

[L3, H] = Qt-1 +Qe0 (IV.24)

We derive here an explicit expression of this invariant for the magnetic field model
considered in Section III). From (IV.18) we have 63 = l/K(r), hence:

£

Morover, the contravariant components of the magnetic field are directly related to the
vector potential:

B1 = -^= (V2A3 - V3A2) = 0 -> A3 = A(r)

f#.£(M,_*,A)_*Sfci

>

where ^g = rRoh. Here we have used the explicit expression (IILl.a) of the magnetic
field. Since Va = O in axisymmetry, the first equation insures that A3 is only a function
of r, and the second equation yields:

A3 = - I* dr> Jg*±%C- = -R0B0 [ dr> G(r>}
JQ « r' J0

In the third equation we chose the simple arbitrary gauge A\ = O and deduce:

This component behaves like r2 plus toroidal corrections which depend on B. Prom these
relations, the toroidal invariant thus takes the explicit form

(IV.25)

The last term is obviously of order c"1 because of its l:ne«ij dependency on the gyrofre-
quency. On the other hand, the equations of motion (IV.20) are exact through order
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e ~ 1/ÎÎ, These equations thus satisfy the conservation of (IV.25) up to the order e°, as
expected from (IV.24).

Let us examine how a better precision on the conservation of L can be achieved from
the above results.

IV.D. Equations of motion conserving L through order e (or to all orders)

Let us examine the ordering of the different terms in the above guiding center equations
of motion (IV.20 b, c). As remarked, the drift contributions have been evaluated up to the
order e ~ I/ft. However, in order to satisfy the conservation of L up to the order e, we will
need to describe the evolution of r up to the order e2 (because of the factor fio in IV.25).
Such terms are easily derived by imposing the exact invariance of the toroidal momentum
L:

[(SL+ (*)„ (ir,U \wt/ / r,e

(IV.26)

We obtain in this way the following equation for the radial motion up to the order e2:

r = Vo sind ( 1 + F) (IV.27)

in terms of the velocity

involving as usual the curvature drift (in U2) and the grad-B drift (~ MB). In (IV.27) we
have obtained the higher order correction:

IC G2 cosd G

Let us consider this new contribution. In absence of the term J, this additional contri-
bution to the radial equation of motion up to the order e2 is an exact consequence of the
invariance of the toroidal momentum through order e. In this case one consider the radial
equation (IV.27) through order e2, the angular equations (IV.20c) through order e, and
this allows us satisfy the conservation of the toroidal invariant up to the order e.
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As compared with the previous situation of Section IV.C, we have already a description
which allows a better precision on the conservation of L, since the deviation can only be
of order e2 :

J = Q -> L = est + 0(e2) (IK30)

From the numerical point of view, this situation is however not ideal: we would prefer to
handle a set of equation of motion with an exact invariant I, to all orders in e. In such
case the precision of the numerical treatment can be controlled with a very simple and
significative criterion L = est.
This is precisely the role of the correction term J hi the radial equation of motion. It
represents higher order corrections

cosO

the detailed expression of which entirely depend on the assumption we make that the
angular equations (IV.20c) are exact expressions to all order. This assumption amounts
to neglect terms e2 in the angular equations of motion, which is surely not a dangerous
approximation. But one could ask the question: which is the benefit of using this additional
correction J ? Actually this correction simply allows us to satisfy the exact conservation
of L to all order in e.

J ^ O -* L = est (IV.32)

To summarize, we use the radial equation (IV.27), along with the following expression
for the angular motions (IV.20c), which can be written up to the order e:

ro \ v (G'

~K
+

RohU " Vl / V-G (v! (JF.33)

in terms of

„(2) 1 1 (W MBQK\

(which is slightly different from V D » because of toroidal corrections K) and

K>
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Consistently with the equations (IV.27 and 33), the time evolution of the parallel
velocity can be derived in the form:

UG
mn

cos8 _ /£ IYI
Roh \G ^ r)\

where the new contribution proportional to F has been added to (IV.23) as a consequence
of (IV.27).

These equations (IV.27, 33 and 36) thus generalize previous results, first derived by
KADOMTSEV and POGUTSE (1967) and by BERK and GALEEV (1967). As compared to the
equations (3.6-8) p. 393 in BALESCU (1988), we note the following differences:

- poloidal corrections K ^ Uo the magnetic field strength have been taken into account
here,

- toroidal corrections h ̂  1 to the poloidal magnetic field have been introduced here in
the modified standard model (ULl) for the magnetic field,

- drift corrections V D ~ eey and V have been kept in the toroidal equation (IV.33).
This last correction appears for £ as a higher order correction G V D or G V D ~ ee^
with respect to the first term U/K (while in 6 both terms are of order ey), but it
insures that the complete symmetry is taken into account in the poloidal and toroidal
equations.

- contributions F of order e2 have been included in the radial equation of motion (IV.27),
which insures the conservation of the toroidal invariant L up to the order c.

- a correction term J has been included in F in order to insure the exact conservation
of the toroidal invariant L to all order in e.

. Simplified Equations of motion also conserving L to all orders.

The above system of equations (IV.27, 33 and 36) has been solved numerically in all
the cases discussed below. Actually it appears that high order terms in e are not necessary
in most cases, except to determine threshold values to a very high degree of precision.

This is the reason why we present here an approximate system of equations of motion.
This system has been deduced from the equations (IV.20b, c and 23) which are exact
through order e ~l/fl, by neglecting some small toroidal corrections in ST- The strategy
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consists to neglect in (IV.20) the toroidal corrections which would otherwise forbid *) an
exact conservation of the toroidal invariant.

We obtain, to the lowest order, the following approximate equations of motion for the
guiding center:

r = Vo sinO (7F.37a)

= f^ + V D (cosQ- (JF.376)

77
= - GVD cosO -

/
(c (IV.37c)

MB° sin9

mh

In (IV.37c) the correction

GG'
K* K K*

(IV.38)

takes into account the contribution from the poloidal field to the space dependence of the
total magnetic field strength \B\ = B(,K/h. We note that these approximate equations

/ rè \
(IV.37) still satisfy b. I J = Z / and do not involve any parallel drift.

\RohtJ

In the present axisymmetric configuration, we have seen that the toroidal coordinate
remains "ignorable" and that the conjugated variable, the toroidal momentum is an exact
invariant of motion. Its expression has been deduced in (IV.25). Beside this toroidal
momentum X, we have seen in the present problem (IV.10, 11) that there are two other
constants of the motion, the energy £ and the magnetic moment

M =
2B(Y)

(JV.39)

to order C, as discussed in Section IV.C
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since

£ = O (JV.40)

M = 0 + C? (e2) (JV.41)

The latter is however an approximate constant of the motion (an adiabatic invariant).

In conclusion, we have proved that the system of equations (IV.27, 33 and 36), as well
as the system of approximate equations (IV.37) satisfy indeed exactly both the energy
conservation (IV.10) and the toroidal momentum conservation (IV.26). Of course this
exact conservation requires to keep small corrections usually neglected in the evolution
equations. These exact conservations however appear to be of crucial importance for
testing the precision of the numerical integrations presented in Section VII.

In summary, the guiding centre motion in the standard toroidal magnetic field is a
dynamical system with 6 degrees of freedom, which are determined at each time by:

- !.exact invariant, the energy £ , which yields an explicit expression for the parallel
velocity U(r,0,£,M), eq. (IV.13 or IV.21), (or its evolution equation (IV.36).

- 1 adiabatic invariant M, eq. (IV.39)

- 2 equations of poloidal motion (r, 0J, eqs. (IV.27, 33),

- 1 de-coupled equation of toroidal motion Kj, eq. (IV.33),

- 1 toroidal invariant L. The invariance of this toroidal momentum defined by
(IV.25) appears here as an exact consequence of the equations for the radial and
poloidal motions. Since this quantity is not involved directly in the equations of
motion, its constancy is used as a precision test of the algorithm. Actually in the
simulations presented here, L is generally conserved with a relative error of only

In the next Section V, the above systems of equations (IV.27, 33, 36) or (IV.37) are
put in a form suitable for a numerical computation. In Section VII the numerical solution
of the simplified ensemble of equations (W.37) is calculated explicitly and the various
classes of trajectories are analyzed according to the analytical method of MERCIER, CAPES
and MORERA (1981) which is presented in Section VI.
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V. INITIAL CONDITION PROBLEM
FOR TOROIDAL TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS.

We want to solve numerically the equations of guiding centre motion (IV. 27, 33, 36
or 37) t> taking toroidal drifts into account in absence of electric fields. This will yield a
calculation of classical toroidal trajectories in the present standard magnetic field model.
These trajectories present some interesting and very peculiar features which seem not to be
always well-known in the fusion community. This problem is of importance for calculations
of fast particles losses, and also for the appearance of chaos.

We consider the initial value problem as follows. A particle of species a = (e,i) is
released at time zero in the equatorial plane, at radius TQ with poloidal angle 60 = O (in
the reference toroidal position C = O). The initial velocity is determined for instance by a
given value of the initial parallel velocity Uo = U (TQ, QQ = O) and a value of the ratio of
perpendicular to parallel velocities

(v.i)

Taking into account the toroidal corrections, we define the trapping parameter ^ by:

2 S- M\B\0

where

is the total strength of the magnetic field at the initial point. This parameter is related to
the angle a by

1 HpT
(V13)

" Concerning the parallel velocity equation (IV.23), one could think at first sight that a better precision
could be achieved by determining U explicitly from the energy conservation (IV.13). However, for banana
trajectories mirroring occurs, with a change in the sign of U. For this reason it appears that solving the
evolution equation (IV.23) yields a much better precision, as confirmed by the excellent precision obtained
on the toroidal momentum conservation.
* ™ This parameter is slightly different from the parameter K, used in BALESCU (1988) - see eq. 5.6 p.
403. The difference is however of order ST — a/RQ.
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The initial conditions to be specified axe thus:

U0 z=

or IC

(VA)

The question we want to solve consists of drawing the exact trajectory of this guiding
centre by solving the 4 equations (IV.27, 33, 36 or 37) in time.

Prom the above initial conditions (V.4), the other constants of the motion (S ,M, L)
are entirely determined. The initial parallel velocity determines indeed (from IV.33) the
following relation between S and M :

r» TT* (T fi F M\ - ?-mau (r0,0o,£,M) = £ -

(-ft)
(V.5)

On the other hand the magnetic moment is given in terms of the perpendicular energy
(IV.24), hence by the angle a :

M\B\0 = mW2(r0,60) = mU* (r0,00) tfa (V.6a)

or, in terms of the trapping constant:

M = (VM)

from (V.5) we obtain the following expression of the energy E in terms of the initial
conditions:

(V.7a)

£ = M|B|0 (V.76)

Thus, for a given value of the parallel velocity, a small value of the trapping parameter
K,2 implies a large value of a and of W/U, thus a large value of the magnetic moment
M. The total energy given by (V. 7) involves the parallel energy represented by the term
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, plus the perpendicular energy. Of course, other choices are possible for the variables
characterizing the initial condition, namely a, S and r0.

When written in terms of the initial conditions (V.4), the expression (V.5) for the
parallel velocity becomes:

JT(r fi F M\ /r/7« f»v, fin\U\T,U,& ,J.V1 ) — 01/OVOi17O;

^
K(rQ) T R0„, . — cosv -H —
K(r) r0 T0

K(r0) •
. K(r) .

*•("*-) îfo?
with a — ±1. This last expression can be used to determine the parallel velocity at each
point (r, 9) reached by a guiding centre with initial conditions (ro, UQ, K.2) , but this would
introduce larger numerical errors for banana trajectories.

The main properties of trapped particle trajectories can be deduced from the
above equations, already to the lowest order in ST — a./RQ (we neglect in
(V.8) corrections in e^ and approximate K(r) by K(r0) ),

From (V.8) we see that the parallel velocity may vanish (and change sign a)
at the points r*,0* where the following relation is satisfied:

— - cos0
r0 R0

*}
)

(V.9)

i)- In the approximation where the radius r is constant along a trajectory,
this expression yields the following crude approximation: if K,2 < 1 there
exists an angle 9* given by

cos0* ~ 1-2AC2 (F.10)

for which the parallel velocity vanishes. This represents the maximal poloidal
extension of trapped particles on the outside part of the torus (weak-field
part).

H)- If we take into account a variation of the radius along the trajectories,
r* ^ r0, we find that the parallel velocity also vanishes in the following less
classical cases:

- (a) for £2 « 1 (typically 0.06) this can occur at r* £ r0 with
cosB* g 1. For instance with JC = 0.24 we have r*/r0 ~ 0.9 and cosQ* ~
0.9. This particular type of trajectory describes the smallest D-shaped
bananas (see Fig. VII.5 a with initial conditions (VII.14a)).
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- (b) for /C2 £ !,(typically 1.06) the parallel velocity (V.8) may vanish
with coso* £ — 1 when the more precise condition (V.9) is satisfied,
i.e. for instance for r*/ro ~ 0.9 (with r0//Zo ~ 0.19). This condition is
satisfied with a very specific trajectory, already predicted by MERCIER,
CAPES and MORERA (1981), with a local inversion of the parallel velocity
around the equatorial plane. These trajectories are called here puffed
bananas (see Fig. VII.3 c).

In the intermediate range of values of the trapping parameter, we find regular
banana orbits, which exhibit mirroring trajectories for poloidal angles of the
order of 6* ~ arc cos (l — 2IC 2) .

In order to draw numerical solutions, we first introduce dimensionless variables:

_ t
TPoL

Distances are reduced to the minor radius a of the plasma, velocities to the thermal velocity
of the corresponding species at the center of the plasma with temperature T(O) :

Time is reduced to the basic period of poloidal rotation in the cylindrical approximation; in
this case the poloidal eq.-(IV.33) reduces to d9/dt = G(r)U/r which yields the following
expression for the period of poloidal rotation:

- _TPoi. = rt x i r , . = - rpr-j - (V.13)
|t/o|

We introduce a dimensionless magnetic moment:

mo, _J£*L_ (K14)

2

a dimensionless energy (use V.7):

e0 s T—^ (V.15)
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and a dimensionless toroidal invariant LjVth.a- The value of these dimensionless invariants
can be calculated in terms of the initial conditions. By using (V.6) we obtain the magnetic
momentum (V. 14) as

m0 = (V.16)

and by using (V.7a) we obtain the energy (V.15) in the form:

e0 = tijj (1 + tg*a) (V.17)

In these reduced variables, the system of equations to be solved (IV.27, 33, 36) takes
the form:

dx
(V.lSa)

where the higher order correction is

—

The poloidal motion is

d& A u
dr ' a Kq(r)

E-TPa I

described by

da \ a (
x K [COJ V

"""* qK3

'U* +
m°}(h3-1

,K I h ) V qK*

fu* m0\ C?2

^3 2h) qK2

cosO\
+ G)

(hu* m0

V ^ +

(V.

(- - IA)2 ;)

and the parallel velocity by:

(V.ISc)

du «G

I G]}

-x*l\
(V.lSrf)
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along with the decoupled toroidal equation

u « G£T

(V.18e)

In these results the space-dependence of /i(r, 0), g(r), s(r), G(r) and Jf (r) has not been
written down. Explicit forms of these profile functions in the present standard model of
magnetic field are given in (IILlb), (III.4), (III.6), (III.2) and (III.8), repectively.

On the other hand, the system of simplified equations (IV.37) takes the form:

dx
dr

1 /u2 1 m0\ . ,
~ a K \J( + 2 T) SmV

U 1 lda

dr a q(r) K x K
s-l

du G .

and the decoupled toroidal equation

A , T a 0

= A" + - + cose

(V.196)

(y.!9c)

(V.lQrf)

In these eqs (V.18) and (V.19), the parameter A0, is related to the initial conditions
and remains of the order of unity:

(F.20a)4 _ oi. Vth.a 27Tg(r0)
A01 = — — : : > U

-Ro Kl

We have also introduced the fundamental parameter

(V.206)
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where the (small) parameter pa represents the ratio of the thermal Larmor radius of the
species ot^ to the minor radius a of the plasma:

_ PL.th.a
Pa = —75 -- ~a MQ a

pe < O (7.2Ii)

Pi > O (7.2Ic)

\pa\ < 1

The first equation (V.19a) describes the time evolution of the radius, due to the
curvature and the grad-B drifts.

The poloidal motion equation (V.19b) describes the regular rotation of the cylindrical
approximation, modified by the toroidal drifts. Note that the cyclotron frequency and the
parameters pa and da are negative for electrons and positive for ions. This implies from
(V.19a) that the initial radial drift (with UQ > O) is generally inward for ions and outward
for electrons. These two types of trajectories are illustrated on Fig.V.A. for an electron
and an ion with initial conditions XQ = UQ = 1 with CQ = 2. On this Figure the coordinates
are Z = (r/a)sin0 and X = (r/ci)cos9, and we have represented the square enclosing the
circular plasma of radius a.

The equation (V.19c) describes the evolution of the parallel velocity. This form is
equivalent to the explicit expression given in (V.8) as function of the radius x and of
the angle 0, allowing for trapping and banana orbits. Actually when a mirroring point
is approached, the function under the square root decreases to zero, down to the turning
point in the toroidal direction C, and then increases again: the parallel velocity vanishes
and then changes its sign: (<r — * — a). This change can easily be taken into account in
the numerical simulation. A much better numerical precision is however obtained by using
(V.19c).

An interesting property can be seen in Eq. (V.19b) about the sign of the initial
poloidal velocity O0, We consider a particle with an initial parallel velocity UQ > O. In
absence of toroidal drifts, the cylindrical approximation for OQ is positive, and the poloidal
rotation is counter-clockwise. The toroidal drifts may however be of equal importance
and even change the sign of 6$ ' with the present initial condition (cos Oo — 1), the initial
poloidal velocity is given indeed by

" The reference velocity is the thermal species velocity in the center of the plasma, and the reference
magnetic field BO is the magnetic Held strength in the center of the plasma. We have used Sl =



(V.22)

to the lowest order in e = a/RQ, For electrons (pt < O) with UQ > O, the initial poloidal
velocity is always positive. For ions (pt > O) with UQ > O, the initial poloidal velocity can
be negative as soon as

?(n>) n «o •
Pa > —/ : \~ —* "o.t < U ( v.Zo)

X0 /a • !
V"° + 2"

With our initial condition XQ = UQ = 1, this happens for large values of mo, i.e. for large
values of the angle a or small values of the trapping parameter JC. This will be checked in
Fig. VII.7 a.

This occurence of an inversion of the initial poloidal velocity of ions is simultaneous
with an increase of the radius: this is the origin of the inverse bean trajectories, on the
weak-field part of the torus.

With an initial condition UQ > O on the strong-field side of the torus, a similar inversion
of #o may occur for electrons (da-e < O) which may exhibit OQ < O with a decrease of the
radius.

From Eq. (V.19b), we may derive detailed properties of the end of banana
trajectories. The end of the banana is characterized by two facts: a poloidal
turning point, and a toroidal turning point (mirroring). Which is the relative
position of

- the mirroring point (u = O) ? and of

- the end of the banana, defined as the turning point (6 = O) ?

At the mirroring point (V.19b) becomes:

= _ f*2L Im0COS* (F.24)
x 2

to the lowest order in s. For ions (di > O) we find that the poloidal velocity
at the mirroring point is already negative when the end of the banana occurs
on the weak-field side of the torus (cosO > O): mirroring then occurs after
the poloidal turning point. But when the end of the banana occurs on the
strong-field side of the torus, we find that mirroring occurs before the poloidal
turning point.

The poloidal turning point is determined to the lowest order in e by the
equation:
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(V.25)

For ions (# > O, ), this equation confirms that the poloidal turning point for
ions appears with a positive parallel velocity u on the weak-field side of the
torus (cos 8 >0), and with a negative parallel velocity on the strong-field side
of the torus.

In conclusion we see that the mirroring point at the end of a banana trajectory
is indeed localized at the extreme point where the tangent is vertical; this is
the extreme point on the strong-field side of the trajectory, as expected. The
poloidal turning point 0 = 0 simply occurs before or after this mirroring point
according to the localization of the end of the banana in the weak-field side
or the strong-field side of the torus (see Fig. V.B).

Finally we recall that the toroidal equation of motion (V.19d) is de-coupled from the three
others. This equation however brings about several interesting informations concerning
the precession of the banana orbits. It allows us to visualize the longitudinal motion of
locally trapped trajectories like the puffed bananas (see Fig. VII.2f, 3d and 4d).
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VI. ADAPTATION OF THE MERCIER-CAPES-MORERA ANALYTICAL
METHOD.

In a study about the slowing down process of fast ions in a plasma, MERCIER, CAPES
and MORERA (1981) have proposed a classification of toroidal trajectories based on purely
analytical methods. We adapt and generalize here their method in the specific case of the
standard model for the magnetic field, with the specific profiles presented in Section III,
and in the absence of electric field.

We first consider the following three invariants of the motion:

- the total energy, measured for convenience by the maximum velocity:

v =
W
ma

(VI.l)

- the reduced magnetic moment (use IV.21)

MB0 _
~s~-

- the toroidal momentum (IV.25):

i_L
2£ K(r)

(VI.2)

(VI.3)

The latter invariant is used to write down the following expression of the ratio p of
the parallel velocity to the modulus of the maximum velocity:

(VIA)

An important quantity in the method of MERCIER et al. (1981) is the mixed invariant:

(VIA)\ —MB0 -
€

S

which is analogous to the trapping constant K,. By using (VI.2) it also takes the form
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A = -L- [ET-COSU - p2 (l + £T- cos6) - (K(r) - I)] (VLG)

By susbtituting the expression (VI.4) for p we obtain:

. / ^ / x+ - dr °(r )
,_,_„,
(F/-7

This is an implicit equation for the trajectory r(ff) as function of the three invariants A, L
and the energy |u| or €. We recall that ST = a I RQ is the inverse aspect ratio. The initial
conditions {r0, UQ, O = 0} are equivalent to A/, £ or to A, \v\ in the present variables.

Let us make the integral of the function G(r') more explicit, by using
the result (III.3) deduced from the simple profiles proposed by MISGUICH and
WEYSSOW (1989). We obtain:

s: I(x) (VLB)
/o "4Vv^y

with x = r/a and

fl"(x) = ^- (-3x6 + 16a;4 - 36a;2 + 48) (V 1.9)
GrX

This function, normalized to its value on the edge of the plasma:

is represented in Fig.VI.A, from O to 1. Its extrapolation for a: > 1 is however
not realistic since the profiles proposed by MISGUICH and WEYSSOW (1989) are
only valid inside the plasma. Taking into account the fact that the current
density vanishes outside the plasma, we find that the different functions have
to be extrapolated as follows in the vacuum region surrounding the plasma
(in ideal conditions):
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at > nJ30(X > 1) =
X

(VJ.11)
a(r > 1) = 2

G(x > l)s B9 B9(x > 1) =

Consequently the funtions K and H, defined by (VI.8) and (VLlO), have to
be extrapolated as follows:

H(x > 1) = H(I) + ln|x| = H(I) + ln|x| (VL12)

The normalized function H(X) is even in x; it is represented in Fig.VLB as
function of x between O and 3.

In these terms, the parallel velocity (VI.4) can be written as:

(VLU)P = n. + £T- cose}

where the constant »7, denned as:

_ M 4g(0) PL.tll,a M 4«(0)
( K 7. 1O)

(use V.21) depends on the thermal Laxmor radius of the species a, and

is another, normalized form of the toroidal invariant L. Its initial value is determined in
terms of the initial conditions (V.4) by using (VI.3, 8 and 15):

L = (l+£Tx0) jj^ - l-^H(\x0\) (VLlT)

The toroidal invariant i/ oi' MERCIER at al. (1981) is then:
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'- BÏÏJ
The invariant A can finally be written by using (VI.6 and 14) in the form

A =
K

where the parameter / is given by

/ =

(F/.19)

(VI.2Q)

The result (VI. 19) is a general implicit expression of the trajectory in the r, 9 plane,
according to the 3 constants of the motion represented here by the constants /, v and A.

The simple and elegant method proposed by MERCIER, CAPES and MORERA (1981)
allows one to study analytically the intersection points of the trajectory with the equatorial
plane (—cos9 = X ^ O) which are determined by the equation ") :

(V 1.21)

In the MERCIER method, this equation is solved graphically: from a given initial condition
{A, i/, /}, it is easy to draw the function

Y1 = C(X) (VI.22)

which has generally two maxima. In the cylindrical approximation this function reduces
to

cylindrical
C(X) s - - > £TX - f [H(\X\) - H2 •

Then the abscissas XE of its intersection points with the (almost horizontal) curve

Y2 = = A -f

are determined graphically. We note that the function A(I-XJ) which is even in X is almost
a constant since K differs from unity only by terms of order e^ (see III.8). These values

*> Due to the poloidal symmetry assumed for the profiles, the even function of the radius JET(|«|)
remains equal to .ff(|X|) in the equatorial plane.
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of XE determine the intersection points of the corresponding trajectory in the equatorial
plane (between —1 and +1 in the plasma). This method is used several times in Section
VII.

Let us finally summarize how the constants are deteimined in terms of
the initial condition (V.4). The dimensionless magnetic moment and the
energy, given by (V.6 and 14), are:

MB0m0 = T

and (see V.7 and V.15):

e0 =«g (l + tg*a) (VJ.25)

The constant A representing roughly the parallel energy is given by (VI.5) or,
in dimensionless form:

A = m°"e° (VIM)
eo

Note that when eo > mo, this parameter is negative, with an absolute value
smaller than unity:

-1 < A, < O (V7.27)

but for trapped particles (bananas), A is found to be positive (Ay > O). The
other parameters are given by:

«Si (VL28)

(VI.2Q)

(V/.30)

1 f f r , \ _ UQ (l + gygo)1
= "357TT r*^0^ ~ 1^ "TF—A5T^—//(Ij L ve« -^(^0; J
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The application of MERCIER's method works as follows. We first choose as an ini-
tial condition a particle of species a (= e, i) in the weak-field part of the torus X > O)
in the equatorial plane, with an initial parallel velocity UQ = UQ Vth.a, and with a trap-
ping parameter IC (or an angle a). These last two conditions allow us to calculate the
dimensionless magnetic moment mo (VI.24) and the dimensionless energy e0 (VI.25) of
the particle (in thermal units), along with the parameters A, 77 and the toroidal invariant
L or i/.

We then draw the curve Y = Q(X) (VI.21, 22). Its intersections with the almost
horizontal curve K = A (VI.23) yields immediately the abscissa XE of all the possible
intersections with the equatorial plane of the trajectory characterized by the invariants
{|u|, A, !/}. (In Fig. VI. C these curves are drawn within the simple approximation A ~
A = est.).

Some difficulty with this elegant analytical method could come from the fact that
several disconnected trajectories are possible with the same invariants {|v|, A, v}. The
knowledge of the initial position and the sign of the parallel velocity p are necessary in
order to determine the "good" branch of the trajectory. With our determination of the
initial condition however, the initial position XQ and velocity p are known initially.

The function Q (X) has generally two peaks. Its general shape is represented in Fig.
VI.C. This function is tangent to the curve

(which is almost the straight line Y — eX represented on Fig. VI.C) in two points with
opposite abscissa X and —X given by

H(\X\) = v (F/.33)

These are the points in the equatorial plane where the parallel velocity pEq. vanishes (see
VI.14), On the curve Q(X) MERCIER et al.(l981) have shown that

- points with \X\ < X , (i.e. points located between these tangent points) correspond
to negative values of peg. < O (counter-circulating particles), while

- points with \X\ > X , (i.e. points located outside these tangent points) correspond to
positive values of p£q, > O (co-circu]a*ing particles).

According to the values of the parallel energy as compared with the total energy, the
parameter A (VI.26) takes positive or negative values. The exact positions and heights
of the two peaks of the function Q (X) depend on the parameters v and /. The number
of intersection points satisfying A(I-X- 1) = Q (X) is generally 4, corresponding to different
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branches, with only one passing through the initial condition. In extreme conditions there
is only one intersection point at the initial position, anf1 the trajectory remains an open
one, which never intersects the equatorial plane again.

Following MERCIER et al. (1981), we represent the ordinate of the maxima by M+ and
M~, and the ordinate of the minimum by m~. We stress the fact that the points where the
curve Y-Q (X) is tangent to the line (VI.32) (points labelled T~ and T+ on Fig. VI.C)
are below the two maxima M~ and M"1", respectively. The vertical distance between the
two points (T — M) of each pair represents the interval of values of A corresponding to
very peculiar trajectories, already mentioned in the Introduction, under labels (2) and (8).
This point is explained in Section VII, in comparison with the exact numerical solution of
the equations of motion in each case.
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VIL NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION and
CLASSIFICATION OF TOROIDAL TRAJECTORIES
USING MERCIER's METHOD.

In the generic curve represented in Fig. VI. C let us consider various initial conditions
leading to different values of A. In the present discussion we systematically approximate A
by A : we neglect the corrections due to K ^ 1, although the latter are taken into account
numerically. We denote by Am- , AX- , XM- , XT+ and XM+ the ordinates of the transition
points denoted in the subscripts. The ordinate of the tangent points T± are also given by
XT± =

VILA. Bananas and "puffed" bananas.

Let us consider A— values in the transition regions located between the tangent point
T~ and the maximum M+.

1°) In the main intermediate region:

XM- < X < XT+ (VILl)

we find usual bananas trajectories. The horizontal line F = A gives two intersection points,
with opposite sign of the parallel velocity (pEq. < O and PEq. > O), due to mirroring in the
magnetic field. These are the well-known "bananas" , with two intersection points on the
weak-field side of the torus.

A numerical example is given in Fig. VII. 1 a, b. For an ion with initial conditions

{x0 = 1, U0 = 1, a,- = 70°} ; (VII.2a)

we find - using the TFR parameters (III.6) - a value of 1C < 1, typical of trapped particles:

{£ ~ 0.5845; Ai z> 25.1327; di ~ 0.1309} (VII.2b)

{A ~ 0.05298; v ~ 0.8770; TJ ~ 0.3141; / ~ 3.3159} (VII.Z.c)

We represent on Fig. VII. 1 a, a square of half-side unity enclosing the plasma (here a
unit circle). The trajectory is obtained by solving the equations of motion (V. 16-18) during
5 periods (this time unit is defined by Tp0/. in V.13), with one point every 5 time steps,
and 2000 time steps per period. An ionic banana is obtained. The initial poloidal velocity
(V.17) is found to be positive, indicating a counter-clockwise poloidal rotation; the initial
radial velocity is found to be negative, indicating a toroidal drift directed inward. The
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characteristic points (a), (b) and (c) of the banana trajectory are represented on this Fig.:
(a) is the abscissa of the strong-field end of the banana, while (b) and (c) are the inner
and outer intersection points of the banana with the equatorial plane. The trajectories are
calculated with a simple Runge Kuta algorithm of 4**' order. This seems to be sufficient
for our purpose: the toroidal invariant is conserved with a very good relative precision of
—610"14, even in this case of mirroring trajectory.

On Fig. VILl.b we draw the specific MERCIER's diagram for the initial condition (VII.2),
represented for X between -1 and +1. The two peaks of the function Y = Q (X) are seen
to be tangent to the line Y = ErX. The horizontal line F = A intersects the weak-field
peak (to the right) at the initial condition X = +1, and also around X c± 0.79. The region
corresponding to the banana width is enlarged on Fig.VII.l.c: it indicates a position (b)
of the inner side of the banana which is in very good agreement with the simulation result
(0.7907).

A remarkable point is found at the intersection between the oblique line Y = ej<X and
the horizontal line F = A (point (a) on Fig. VII. 1 b). It corresponds to the abscissa
X Zi 0.3 of the point where the mirroring effect occurs, Le. to the point where the parallel
velocity p is reversed. This can be proved to be a general property hi MERCIER's diagram.
At the mirroring point we have indeed (from VI. 14):

p = 0 -» H(X) = v (VILZ)

At these points, the exact equation (VI. 19 with K = 1) for the trajectory becomes

A = F(r, 0) = CT-cosB = £TX (VIIA)
a

Although this point is not in the equatorial plane, its abscissa (a) is thus determined by
the two lines

' Y = sTX
(VII.5)

This point of velocity inversion corresponds exactly to the abscissa (a) of the maximum
poloidal extension of the banana (see Section V).

In summary, we find that MERCIER's diagram yields a very precise description of the
bananas trajectories, with all informations concerning their projection on the equatorial
radius.

On Fig. VH.l.d we draw the same banana trajectory as in Fig.VII.l.a, but in a
representation giving the poloidal angle 9 as function of the toroidal angle C (modulo 2jr).
In this representation the hélicoïdal parts of the trajectory are represented by straight
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segments. Clearly the two parts of the poloidal banana aie not superposed in such a
representation, indicating the occurence of precession.

2°) At the transition point;

A = AM- (VII A}

we find the longest banana trajectory. A numerical example of one of the longest banana
is presented on Figs. VII. 2. For an ion with initial conditions

{a?0 = 1, «o = 1, «, = 56.45898408°} (VII.lo)

we find

{K ^ 1.06458; Ai SA 25.13274; <*< ~ 0.13088} (VH.lb)

{A ~ -0.17158; v ~ 0.877000; TJ ~ 0.194457; / c- 5.3568} (VILl.c)

We represent on Fig. VII.2. a the square enclosing the plasma. The trajectory is
obtained by solving the equations of motion during 11 periods, with one point drawn
every 5 time steps, and 2000 time steps per period. The longest banana is obtained, with
an X point on the equatorial plane. The detailed form of this region is shown on Fig.
VII.2 c: it clearly shows that the crossing point is located on the strong-field side of the
torus, but at a slightly smaller field strength as compared with the point of minimal value
of X, where the parallel velocity is vanishing. This crossing point has been called for this
reason a "pinch point" in ROME and PENG (1979).

On Fig. VII.2 b we represent the specific MERCIER's diagram for the initial condition
(VII.7. a). The horizontal line Y = X intersects the weak-field peak (to the right) at the
initial condition X = +1, and also on the top of the strong-field peak, to the right of the
tangent point with the oblique line Y = £7X1 i-e- in a region p < O where the particle is
counter-circulating. The crossing between the horizontal line Y = X with the oblique one
Y = STX determines, as indicated by (VII.5), the abscissa of the mirroring points (the
leftmost points on Fig. VII.2. c).

On Fig. VII.2.d an enlarged part of the MERCIER diagram is used to determine the
position of the inner side of the banana, which is found around X c± 0.78. The simulation
gives a value of 0.78070.

Another representation is particularly expressive to show this longest banana trajec-
tory: on Fig. VII.2.6 we represent the simulation result by plotting the radius versus the
poloidal angle 9 (modulo 27r). The hyperbolic point is clearly visualized.
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Finally an orthogonal representation is used to represent the toroidal rotation. On
Fig. VII.2.f the simulation results are shown by plotting the poloidal angle versus
the toroidal angle (modulo 2n). Of course, the trajectory defined by the initial condi-
tion (VILTa) differs from the exact longest banana, but by less than 10~8° ̂  . In this
case it is seen that the points of closest approach of the equatorial plane do not exactly
coincide yet, but the particle remains a very long part of its time in the vicinity of the
equatorial plane. For a slightly smaller value of a, the trajectory would finally cross the
equatorial plane and describe a puffed banana trajectory, as described below.

The precision obtained on this trajectory is such that the toroidal moment is conserved
with a relative error of —3 X 10"14.

3°) Under the lowest maximum of the MERCIER's curve G(X] , the interval:

Ar- = -eT X(vJ) < A < AM-(z/,/) (VIL8)

defines a first transition region. It corresponds to particles circulating around the torus,
but with two inversions of the parallel velocity at each poloidal turn. This is a kind of
very wide banana, so wide that it is enclosing the magnetic axis. We call it a "puffed
banana" . Its detailed shape is reminiscent of a cardioid.

We represent on Fig. VII.3. a the square enclosing the plasma. The trajectory is obtained
by solving the equations of motion during 10 periods, with one point drawn every 5 time
steps, and 2000 time steps per period. The initial condition deviates only slightly from
(VII.7A); here we have or,- = 56.45898407°. The puffed banana trajectory is obtained, with
an almost circular shape, and does not exhibit at first sight any particularity. Actually,
at small scale, it rather looks like a cardioid: the detailed form of this region is shown on
Fig. VII.3 c. The extreme points on the strong-field side are the mirroring point where
the parallel velocity is vanishing.

On Fig. VII.3 b we represent the typical MERCIER diagram for the initial conditions
(VII.7. a). Beside the initial point which is not represented in this diagram, the horizontal
line K = A intersects the strong-field peak just between the top and the tangent point
with the oblique line Y = BTX, i.e. in a region psq. < O where the particle is counter-
circulating, roughly at X = —0.8773. The crossing between the horizontal line F = A with
the oblique one Y = £xX determines, as indicated by (VII.5) the abscissa of the mirroring
points (the leftmost points on Fig. VII.3. c) roughly at X = —0.8785.

'*' Actually the exact transition is located between 56.458 984071° and 56.458 034072°, with a difference
of less than 10 , but it is well-known that it takes a very long time to "follow" a trajectories very near
the hyperbolic point..
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The region where the largest puffed banana is counter-circulating can be seen on Fig.
VII.3 d. In this simulation we have considered a = 56.45898407°, and we have plotted the
poloidal versus the toroidal angle: clearly a puffed banana has a vanishingly small poloidal
velocity during its counter-circulating transition, so that the particule remains for a very
long time in the vicinity of the equatorial plane. Almost a half toroidal turn is described
during this counter-circulating transition. Finally the particle crosses the equatorial plane
and escapes in the co-circulating direction.

We note that puffed bananas are slightly precessing. The toroidal invariant is found
to be constant, with an error less than 2 x 10~14.

We finally note that these very peculiar trajectories have a restricted importance in
phase space for thermal plasmas. With our usual initial conditions for ions (XQ = 1 = Uo),
the domain of existence of these puffed bananas, obtained by solving the equations (V. 19)
with 2000 time steps per period, is found to extend from 56.45898 4071° down to 56.44742
3192°. However we remark that such puffed banana particles are strongly localized in the
physical space since they are found "almost always" just around the equatorial plane.

4°) At the value

A = AT- (VII.9)

the horizontal line Y = A intersects the curve Y = Q (X) just at its tangent point with
the oblique line Y = £T% (see Fig.VII.4a). This represents the first circulating orbit
or last puffed banana, with a double point of vanishing parallel velocity in the equatorial
plane. On Fig. VII.4b we have represented the square enclosing the plasma, along with
this trajectory with the following initial conditions:

{x0 = 1, U0 = 1, <*i = 56.447423192°} (VII.IQa)

We find as expected a trapping parameter of the order of unity:

(K ^ 1.06505; Ai ̂  25.13274; rf,- ~ 0.13088} (Vll.Wb)

{A ~ -0.17180; v ~ 0.87700; T) ~ 0.194398; / ~ 5.358436} (VII.Wc)

This trajectory has a regular, circular form of co-circulating particle, with just one point
with zero parallel velocity. The detailed form of this trajectory on the strong-field side
appears on Fig. VII.4c to be rather flat: there is just one (double) point of vanishing
parallel velocity: as a consequence the toroidal motion shown on Fig. VII.4d indicates
that the particle slowly goes through an inflexion point.
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Below this value (VII.9), i.e. for smaller values of A and a, all the other circulating
orbits are found in the domain

A < AT- (VILU)

Le, with the same initial point for the following values of the angle a :

Jx0 = 1, «o = 1, at & 56.447423191°} (V 11.12)

But at the other end of the domain of existence of banana orbits, in the domain of
small bananas one finds (for high values of A, near the weak-field side of the torus) another
interesting class of trajectories, described in the next subsection. Let us consider

5°) the smallest bananas, defined by

A £ Ar+ (FJ/.13)

For the last, smallest banana A = AT*+, the horizontal line Y — A in MERCIER' diagram
precisely passes through the tangent point between the Y= Q(X) curve and the oblique
line Y = SxX. On Fig» VII.5c we see that there is only one point of vanishing parallel
velocity, located in the equatorial plane. This is the particular case of a banana trajectory
with CaJ = (b).

With our initial thermal condition located on the edge, one of the smallest bananas
can be drawn with the initial condition:

{x0 = 1, U0 = 1, «I = 81.896°} (VII.Ua)

This trajectory is represented on Fig. VII.5 a. We observe the characteristic form of the
D-shaped smallest bananas. Here we find:

[IC a 0.228669; Ai ~ 25.13274; di ~ 0.13088} (Vll.Ub)

{A ~ 0.16878; v ~ 0.87700; T1 ~ 0.762174; / ~ 1.366705} (VII.Uc)

The general shape of MERCIER's diagram is represented on Fig. VII.5.b with the two
maxima (the detailed local configuration around the weak-field maximum is represented
on Fig. VII.5.c). It clearly shows that the 2 mirroring points (with abscissa given by
the intersection between the oblique line Y = ExX and Y = A) have almost collapsed near
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the intersection point with the equatorial plane, which explains the D-shaped form of the
trajectory. We note that the smallest banana (obtained for a = 81.89714074°) still has
a finite size. It has a single point of vanishing parallel velocity, located in the equatorial
plane; its location is found to be around x = 0.88 on the MERCIER diagram, the simulation
yields a precise value of 35 = 0.8797, which is in excellent agreement.

The projection of a banana trajectory in the plane (6, £) is presented on Fig.VII.S.d. In
the upper part a small banana is represented (a = 81°): the two distinct mirroring points
are those where the tangent is vertical. In the lowest part, the D-shaped smallest banana
is represented (a = 81.89714074°): the mirroring points have collapsed in the equatorial
plane, the trajectory is represented by a regular oscillation around 0/2ir = O with a vertical
slope on the inner side of the torus.

For increasing values of A J£ Ay+, i.e. larger values of the angle a, we find circulating
particles described in the next subsection.

VILB. "De-flated" bananas and circulating trajectories.

Let us consider the region near the weak-field maximum of the curve in the MERCIER
diagram.

1°) Under the higher maximum of the MERCIER curve C (X), the interval

Ar+ = eTX(v,f) < A < XM+ (V 11.15)

corresponds to bean-like trajectories which are poloidally localized (see Fig. VILSb). For
increasing values of A ~ Ay+, one continuously goes from bananas to such beans of finite
size. The latter can thus be considered as "de-ffated bananas" . These are no more usual
bananas: they are passing particles (without parallel velocity inversion) which generally
do not surround the magnetic axis and remain poloidally localized on the weak-field side
of the torus.
The projection of a de-flated banana trajectory in the plane (O, £) is represented by a
regular oscillation around d/2ir = O (with no vertical slope since there is no mirroring
point).

With our thermal initial condition on the edge, it corresponds to the following domain
of the angle a :

{x0 = 1, U0 = 1, 81.897140741° < a; < 84.072139354°} (W7.16)

For these values of a we find small de-flated bananas trajectories. For instance with the
initial condition
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= 1, «o = 1, ai = 83°) (VII.no)

we find

{K. s£ 0.19718; 4 st 25.13274; J,- ~ 0.13088} (VJJ.17&)

and

{A ~ 0.174767; i/ s 0.87700; TI ~ 0.881632; / ~ 1.1815} (F//.17c)

This trajectory is shown on Fig. VII.6 a. It corresponds to a de-flated banana: it is a
passing particle, which remains on the weak-field side of the torus. Its detailed egg-like
shape is drawn on Fig. VII.6c. The corresponding MERCIER diagram is represented
on Fig. VII.G.b, between X = 0.8 and X = 1.1. It clearly shows that the A—value is
located between the tangent point and the top of the (weak-field) maximum of the curve
Y = Q(X). The corresponding trajectory is limitted in the domain 0.92 £ X < 1.

2°) There exists a limit value (between a = 84.072139354° and a = 84.072139355°)
at which this passing trajectory reduces to a stagnation point in the poloidal plane. It
corresponds to the case where Y = A is tangent to the top of the weak-field maximum of
the curve Y= Q (X) in. MERCIER's diagram, i.e.

A = AM+ (VT7.18)

(see Fig. VILGd). This trajectory remains in the equatorial plane and has an exact
circular shape.

3°) What happens beyond this point ? Let us consider higher values of a in the domain:

84.072139355° < a & 86.081° (V 1 1.19)

We present on Fig. VII.7.a a series of 4 escaping beam-like trajectories of increasing size.
These trajectories are chosen with the following values of a :

= 1, U0 = 1, Qi = 84.5°} (VJI.2Qa)

{x0 = 1, U0 = 1, a. = 85°} (VH.2Qb)

{x0 = 1, U0 = 1, at = 85.5°} (VIJ.20c)
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{ar0 = 1, wo = 1, <*; = 86.081°} (VI/.20d)

corresponding to the following small values of the trapping parameter:

K = 0.1546
0.1405
0.1264
0.1100

We note that the initial poloidal velocity of these particles, as determined by (V.lQb), is
negative. This is due to the higher value reached by dj > O. Such ionic outside beaus are
thus specific ionic trajectories. The initial radial velocity is consequently positive, which
explains that such ions on the edge are escaping out of the plasma. One should remember
that with the higher values of a and UQ = 1, we reach higher values of the perpendicular
and total energies. In the last example (VII.20d) the particle reaches a velocity |v| ~ 14,
which means that the largest escaping bean-like trajectory ^ represents a particle of
32OKeV on the edge ... which is rather unusual. Similar outgoing trajectories can be
found however from initial conditions located in the bulk of the plasma (see Fig.VII.9).

The general form of the MERCIER diagram for these trajectories is shown on Fig.
VTI.7.b. It indicates that the weak-field maximum of the curve Y = G ( X ) has been
displaced out of the plasma; this explains the outside motion of the particles in this case.
The detailed form of the MERCIER diagram is shown on Fig. VII. 7c, indicating that this
trajectory is closed at a radius x = 2.34, a value in close agreement with the simulation
result x = 2.342.

VII. C. Outgoing trajectories

At a critical value of the angle a (between 86.081° and 86.082°), these outgoing
trajectories presented on Fig. VII.T.a actually encounter a hyperbolic point and then
become open trajectories. This is represented on Fig. VII.8, where we have represented 3
closed trajectories corresponding to the initial conditions (VII.20 a,c,d) along with 2 open
trajectories corresponding to the following initial conditions: the "first" open trajectory is
characterized by

= 1, U0 = 1, a, = 86.082°} (VIISIa)

and the second by

(XQ = 1, U0 = 1, o,- = 86.2°} (VIISIb)

i.e. by the following values of the trapping parameter:

*' ... or, more precisely here, egg-like trajectory.
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and the following values of the energy

= 0.10999
0.10666

= 227!? (VII.22d)

We recall that these values of the energy are given in units of T(O). Of course, with the
considered initial position on the edge of the plasma, these trajectories are !mediately
escaping from the plasma. This kind of trajectories of fast ions can be of importance
in present-day heating experiments. Let us look at the same trajectories, with initial
conditions in the bulk of the plasma.

On Fig. VII.9 we have represented the edge of the plasma along
with 7 trajectories. We consider initial positions at half the small radius
of the plasma, with the following parameters:
- one usual circulating particle:

{x0 = 0.5, U0 = 1, at = 20°} (̂ /1.23)

with
{£ = 6.24, e0 = 1.13} (VIIM]

- two bananas trajectories:

{a?0 = 0.5, U0 = 1, a{ - 74°} (VJ/.25a)

with
[K = 0.6512, e0 = 13.16} (VII.256)

and
{xo = 0.5, U0 = 1, at = 82.5°} (F7/.26a)

with
(K = 0.2990, e0 = 58.70} (F//.26Ô)

- three outgoing particles:

{s0 = 0.5, U0 = 1, «i = 86°} (VILIIa)

with
{£ = 0.1588, e0 = 205.51} , (VIL27b)

and
{*„ = 0.5, «o = 1, a,- = 87°} (V/J.28a)
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with
{£ = 0.1190, e0 = 365.09} (VII.28b)

(these 2 outgoing trajectories remain confined in the plasma), and

{x0 = 0.5, U0 = 1, a,- = 87.29°} (VII.29a)

with
(JC = 0.1075, e0 = 447.33} (711.296)

which goes out of the plasma;

- an escaping, open trajectory:

(XQ = 0.5, U0 = 1, «i = 87.3°} (VJJ.SOa)

with
{1C = 0.1071, e0 = 450.65} . (VILSQb)

This example shows typical trajectories of un-confined fast ions. It shows that ions with
thermal parallel velocity, even at half the small radius of the plasma follow un-confined
trajectories as soon as their total energy exceeds roughly 400 time the thermal energy at
the center of the plasma, i.e. here roughly 600 KeV.

Let us now consider the MERCIER diagram. The condition (VII.29) corresponds to one
of the last closed outgoing (egg-like) trajectories. Its radial extension is found to be 1.50
988. The corresponding MERCIER diagram is represented on Fig. Vll.lOa, from X = —1
up to X = 3. The general form of the function Y = G (X) indicates that there are indeed
two tangent points with the line Y = erX inside the plasma, but only one maximum. On
the other hand, we see that MERCIER's curve Q (X) is a growing function for X J£ 1.6. The
horizontal line Y = X intersects the curve Q (X) at the initial point X = 0.5 and also at a
point out of the plasma, indicating a closed trajectory of an escaping particles.

For a slightly larger value of the angle a = 87.4°, the horizontal line Y = A in the
MERCIER diagram passes under the minimum of the curve Y = C (X) and the trajectory
cannot be closed any more. This example is shown on Fig. VILlO c; it represents the
open trajectory of an escaping fast ion.
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VILD. Classification of trajectories with initial thermal parallel velocity on the
edge.

Let us summarize in Table VII. 1 the various trajectories obtained with the initial
conditions

{a?0 = 1, «o = 1, a, }

W0We recall that the angle a = arc tg 77- characterizes the importance of the perpendicular
i/o

energy. The initial parallel velocity is chosen to be equal to the thermal velocity at the
center of the plasma.
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VILE. Very large bananas and un-conflned trajectories.

Before ending this non-exhaustive classification of the main toroidal trajectories, we
describe here two other classes of un-confined open trajectories which are particularly
important since they correspond to losses of fast ions.

1°) Open trajectories on the weak-field side of the torus.

Let us consider for instance on Fig. VII.ll a, in the bulk of the plasma (x0 = 0.1),
ions circulating in the opposite direction with respect to the magnetic field, i.e. negative
values of the parallel initial velocity (UQ = —2). For increasing values of the angle a, i.e.
decreasing values of the trapping parameter /C, we first find a circulating particle:

{s0 = 0.1, W0 = -2, on = 70°} (VIIMa)

{K = 1.8484, e0 - 34.19} , (VIIMb)

then two trapped particles:

{x0 = 0.1, U0 = -2, a, = 75°) (F//.32a)

{£ = 1.3607, e0 = 59.71} , (VII.326)

and

{*o = 0.1, W0 = -2, at = 82°} (F//.33a)

{K = 0.7137, e0 = 206.51} . (VT/.336)

These are usual bananas, but with a very large width which is increasing with the values
of the angle a ( "potatoes"). These bananas finally become open ones: on Fig. VII. 11 b
we present the trajectories

{x0 = 0.1, U0 = -2, «i = 84.02°} (y/f.34a)

{1C = 0.5320, e0 = 368.54} (VIIMb)

and
{x0 = 0.1, «o = -2, a,- = 84.03°} (FJ/.35a)
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{1C = 0.5311, e0 = 369.77} . (V//.356)

corresponding to the transition from closed to open trajectories. Both trajectories however
represent rapid ion escaping from the hot bulk of the plasma and striking the outer part
of the machine.

The "last" closed huge banana is obtained for a = 84.021 and its representation
on Fig.VILlIc. indicates an approach very near the hyperbolic point. We note that
the precision remains however excellent since the toroidal momentum is conserved with a
relative error of only —7 X 10~n.

In summary we observe on Figs. VII. 11 a and b that decreasing values of the
trapping parameter yield huge banana trajectories, but here, instead of forming small D-
shaped bananas like in subsection VILA.(5°), the banana width increases dramatically
(heart-shaped trajectory) and open trajectories appear.

This transition can be observed on MERCIER's diagram. On Fig. VII. 12 a b and c
we represent MERCIER's diagram with the same initial condition {XQ = 0.1, UQ = — 2 } and
three different values of the angle «j, respectively a — 82°, a = 84.021° and a = 84.1°.

- On Fig. VII. 12 a the horizontal line Y = A intersects the curve Y = C (X) at the initial
point X = 0.1 and around X — 0.898, defining the banana width; the intersection with
the oblique line Y = er-X" yields the abcissa of the mirroring point p = O.

-On Fig. VII. 12 b, the horizontal line is almost tangent to the curve, indicating the
maximum width of closed banana trajectories in this case; the simulation results shown
on Fig.VII.llC indicates an exact extension up to X = 2.0534.

-Finally on Fig. VII. 12 c the horizontal line Y = A has no other intersection point with
the curve Y = C (X) than the initial point X = 0.1, indicating the appearance of open
trajectories, as observed on Fig.VII. 11 b.

2°) Open trajectories on the strong-field side of the torus.

For a larger value of the parallel initial velocity, here UQ = —10, we observe another
kind of transition. For increasing values of the angle a<, closed passing trajectories can
exhibit mirroring on the strong-field side of the torus and describe infinitely wide banana
orbits, intersecting the lower part of the machine wall W .

We consider here energetic ions in the central part of the torus, with

''' In presence of local mirrors due to ripple effects, these trajectories can be trapped several times
during a descending trajectory, and finally strike the lower part of the machine. This process has been
described by GOLDSTON and TOWNER (1981) and by ROUBIN (1987).
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{*o = 0.1, W0 = -10, ai = 50°, 64.3°, 64.5°, 66°, 75° } (V/I.36a)

These trajectories are shown on Fig. VII. 13 a. For increasing values of the angle a or
decreasing values of the trapping parameter

f K = 4.2612
2.4440
2.4222 (VILZQb)
2.2610
1.3607

( e0 = 242.03
531.74
539.55 , (VIIMc)
604.47
!'492.82

we observe first, for a = 50°, a closed circulating trajectory. This one is progressively
deformed into egg-like shape trajectories up to a ~ 64.3°. Then, for a = 64.5°, the
trajectory becomes open, exhibits mirroring and begins a banana trajectory. The same
is observed for larger values of the angle a. These trajectories are however of infinite size
and thus remain open trajectories. From a practical point of view, such energetic particles
can be created in heating experiments: it is shown here that they are violently striking the
inner or lower part of the machine and thus can be responsible of serious damages.

For these cases, the MERCIER diagrams are presented on Figs. VII.13 b c and d.
- On Fig. VII.13 b for a = 50°, we see that the horizontal line Y = X intersects the
curve Y = G (X) at the initial point X = 0.1 and at another point on the strong-field side,
defining the extension of the closed trajectory.
-On Fig. VII.13 c, for a = 64.3°, the horizontal line is tangent on the maximum of
the curve, delimiting the maximum extension of such closed egg-like trajectories (around
X = -0.66).
- On Fig. VII.13 d, for a = 66°, the horizontal line is seen to have only one intersection
point with the curve: the initial point. The intersection with the oblique line Y = erX,
however determines the abcissa of the mirroring point on the strong-field side of the torus,
the particle is reflected and goes back toward the weak-field side. The important point
here is that there does not exist any other intersection point between the horizontal line
and the curve, as shown on Fig. VILlSe : the trajectory remains open. This is a kind
of infinitely wide banana trajectory *) .

*' Of course this conclusion holds in the framework of the model considered for the magnetic field in
the vacuum region surrounding the plasma ring.
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Fig.VL.Ci

General shape of the MERCIER, CAPES and MORERA diagram, representing the functions
defined in (VI.22, 23 and 32).
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